Employment Tools

SixFifty’s Employee Handbook and Employment Agreement tools guide you through creating policies, contracts and documents using the highest caliber legal language. Having robust and accurate tools are important since it avoids:

- Discrimination and other employment claims
- Invalid employment agreements and policies
- Fines from administrative agencies such as OHSA such as the $8.3 M penalties assessed by Cal/OSHA since August 2020.
- Civil fines or misdemeanor criminal liability
- Diversion of company resources to stay updated, answer questions, and handle disputes

“The state-level information included in the handbook would take a legion of lawyers to stay current. There’s no way a company like ours could do that credibly.”

—Norm Tonina, HR Advisor, Level SixFifty’s Employee Handbook and Employment Agreement tools guide you through creating policies, contracts and documents using the highest caliber legal language. Having robust and accurate tools are important since it avoids:

- Discrimination and other employment claims
- Invalid employment agreements and policies
- Fines from administrative agencies such as OHSA such as the $8.3 M penalties assessed by Cal/OSHA since August 2020.
- Civil fines or misdemeanor criminal liability
- Diversion of company resources to stay updated, answer questions, and handle disputes

“Our technology takes on complex legal issues by providing customized contracts, policies, and documents to people and businesses. We continuously monitor dynamic areas of the law to update our tools in real time so you can too. Our customers enjoy the dual benefit of innovative technology powered by human expertise.

The law is complicated. SixFifty makes it easy.
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The law is always changing, have confidence in your SixFifty documents staying up to date.

For more information visit sixfifty.com/solutions or scan QR code
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